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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT 

The present deliverable aims to outline the key aspects of the I-REACT user engagement strategy, 

which leverages in particular on the gamification paradigm and acts along two main channels: the I-

REACT mobile app and social media networks. The document also set the the main objective of the 

gamification and define its implementation, which brings game elements into the I-REACT process 

to better engage citizens by meeting their motivations, concerns, and interests. The gamification 

approach is described according to the three main components of the gamified experience defined 

by the Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics (MDA) framework: 

 Mechanics includes the playful components which determines the range of actions the citizens 

can perform to reach the scope; 

 Dynamics describes the users’ interactions with the mechanics; 

 Aesthetics concerns how the game makes the player feel during the interaction. 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT 

The document is organized as in the following: 

 Chapter 1 is this introduction and description of the document itself; 

 Chapter 2 contains a general overview that explains the main concepts, and includes a scouting 

of recent and successful gamification approaches; 

 Chapter3 outlines the I-REACT engagement strategy by identifying its goals, the target audience, 

and the gamified environment; 

 Chapter 4 describes the onboarding strategy targeting citizens through social media in order to 

boost downloads of the I-REACT mobile app and foster its utilization; 

 Chapter 5 contains the definition of the I-REACT gamification strategy; 

 Chapter 6 defines the metrics that will be tracked to understand the impact of the engagement 

strategy; 

 Chapter 7 contains the list of references. 
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1.3 ACRONYMS LIST 

HCI  Human Computer Interaction  

IURW  International User Requirement Workshop  

MDA  Mechanics, Dynamics, Aesthetics  

UX  User Experience  

 

1.4 REFERENCE AND APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 

ID  Title  Revision  Date 

[RD01]  
 I-REACT Project proposal: Grant Agreement – Annex1    16/03/2016 

[RD02]  
 D8.1 Communication, Dissemination & Engagement Plan  1.5  31/08/2016 

[RD03]  
 D2.2 Report on Users and Stakeholders requirement analysis, 

operational procedures, processes and scenarios 
 

2.0  
17/10/2016 
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2 GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Nowadays we see crises all around the world. Everyone can be interested by such event directly or 

indirectly. There are many different conditions that can affect the human reaction, both at  

a collective and individual level.  

The most recent disaster management approaches include the direct participation of the citizen,  

in its different stages (Aydin et al., 2016; Foresti & Farinosi, 2015). In a crisis, the processes and  

the operations of the emergency agencies, professionals and responders are coordinated and 

systematized in standardized procedures. In cooperation with the official forces, we can observe 

a strong presence of spontaneous and volunteer activity from citizens, affected people, both living 

in close proximity and very far. This potential can be better exploited by allowing citizens to be 

better informed about disaster prevention and response procedures, and by providing them with 

an effective reporting tool through which a diffused monitoring of the environment (both natural 

and urban) integrating the data collected from technology end by humans could be reached.  

2.1 THE USER ENGAGEMENT 

The user engagement is one of the core concepts of the Human Computer Interaction (HCI). It is 

essential to explain the relationship between people and technology. The most used definition 

identifies it as the user experience (UX) that emphasizes the positive aspects of the interaction, 

and in particular the phenomenon of being captured by an application, and thus be motivated in 

continuing in its use (Lalmas et al., 2014; Lehmann et al., 2012). Engagement is a construct initially 

defined in relation with the individual, as a desirable - even essential - human response to computer-

mediated activities “(Laurel, 1993), a state of mind or an emotional response to the use of a 

technological artefact. By the time the emphasis has shifted from the subject to the object of 

interaction - the system, the application, the interface - that becomes engaging if able to attract the 

person's attention and stimulate their personal motivations. The engagement is a dynamic concept 

expressing novel properties of the human-system interaction. Research in the UX field shows that 

individuals’ motivation to be engaged in one activity is influenced by an experiential state called 

‘flow experience’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). In order to achieve this state, an individual’s capabilities 

and skills have to match the specific challenges or tasks at hand.  
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Figure 2-1 - Flow model (Csikszentmihalyi, 2014) 

The flow is the optimal experience that results by the balance between the individuals’ perception 

of their own capabilities or skills (self-efficacy) and challenges, intended as the perceived goal 

difficulty and the control over it. The flow model (Figure 2-1) explains the possible states that we 

can experience when performing an activity. A mismatch of skill and challenge will lead to anxiety.  

According to Csikszentmihalyi1 (2002), three elements are able to meaningfully increase the sense 

of immersion into an experience: the sense of presence, the intuition, the balance. These three 

factors are fundamental drivers of the strategic design of an engaging experience. In particular: 

 Design for the presence is important to avoid breakdowns and allow the user to immediately 

implement their intentions. 

 Design for the intuition means stimulate both the emotional and the cognitive dimensions  

by means of simulation in which self-expression and skills work. 

 Design for the balance means adequately distribute the user's ability and the challenges  

and opportunities offered by technology. 

Technology can improve the engagement, creating connection, interest and participation.  

The design of the experience and the usability of the user interface have to support the user 

 by communicating clear objectives, timely feedback, appropriate challenges and understandable 

rules. These strategic design goals ground the flow and represent also the core ingredients of the 

gamification strategy, which is the engaging activity by definition.  

 

 

                                                      

1 http://www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow  

http://www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow
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2.2 THE GAMIFICATION   

“Everything has the potential to be fun” 

The game is one of the first human activity that we keep on doing for our entire life. It is an innate 

behaviour, that responds to biologic, psychologic and social scopes. In whatever form, it represents 

a very serious method to discover and learn new skills. Every game implies a set of goals and  

a system of rules, offers progressive challenges and it has to be adapted to the individual’s 

characteristics. A game is a rule-based formal system with variable and quantifiable outcomes, 

where different outcomes are assigned to different values, which invites the player to exert effort 

in order to influence the outcomes. Gamification is the use of game elements and game thinking  

in non-game environments to increase target behaviour and engagement (Deterding, et al., 2011).  

The gamification allows to support the individual’s motivation and by consequence potentially 

influence the behaviours. The motivational hints and outcomes can allow people to integrate with 

and bring into their everyday life what learnt and experienced through the gamification 

(Memarovich, 2012; Kreitmayer, 2013). Aparicio (2012) explains how to bring the fundamental 

psychological drivers of the engagement into the gamified experience:  

• Autonomy: the sense of will and presence when performing a task. It is fostered by providing 

opportunities to choose, using positive feedback and not controlling the instructions. 

• Competence: the need of the people to participate in (optimal) challenges and feel 

competent and efficient, for acquiring new knowledge or skills, receiving positive feedback 

and therefore intrinsic motivation. 

• Relatedness: the need of all persons to feel connected to others; need which current 

integration between games and social networks massively exploit. 

The gamification approach originated in the digital media industry, but since 2010 it has become 

increasingly adopted in different fields: advertising, commerce, education. Today, gamified services 

have been used to lead people towards healthy and sustainable lifestyles, recover from illness and 

injury, as well as acquire new skills. It can enable indirect learning experiences, triggered by many 

sources, including media and communication (Bandura 2006). 

The gamification can powerfully trigger positive behaviours, if it arises intrinsic motivation  

(a personal value) rather than external (such as a reward). To work well, gamification should align 

the intrinsic motivations with the person’s interests. The gamification can trigger and foster the user 

engagement, keeping the user in a positive loop starting with an onboarding phase and proceeding 

with progressive activities. Technology provides effective touchpoints to support this process. 

Different classes of motivations can suggest gamified dynamics, in which some types of players can 

identify themselves. Zichermann (2011) refers to Richard Bartles’ player types (1996) to describe 

the most representatives of the gamification audience (Figure 2-2), which are: 

 The killers thrive on competition and challenge with others. 
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 The achievers want to accomplish and complete tasks to collect acknowledges from external 

sources. 

 The explorers want to discover and learn for themselves. 

 The socialisers participate for the social aspect, interested in meeting, collaborating and sharing 

with others.  

 

Figure 2-2 – Bartle’s Player Types (Source: Bartles, 1996)  

 

Even if users can display mixed traits, among them, the Socializers represent the biggest group,  

and the Killers the smallest (Zichermann, 2011). The average person is looking to socialize, not to 

win. Although achievements are nice to earn (and make players feel great), they are not the principal 

driver. This is important when setting a gamification strategy, since it should include achievements 

but should not be the most important driver. A gamification strategy has to keep in consideration 

game characteristics, enabling technology and interaction, and the people to be involved.  

In particular: 

 The GOAL must be clear and specified both as outcome (e.g. for the individuals, the community, 

the environment, …) and as output the players’ activity is expected to get.  It drives their 

attention, focus, and it provides the motivation to participate; 

 The RULES provide the constraints required to reach the goal. They have to be explored by the 

players in order to discover the gamification. They also stimulate the creativity and the strategic 

thinking; 

 The FEEDBACK SYSTEM is important to inform the users on the distance from the goal and  

to foster the motivation to play;  

 The STORYTELLING (both narratives and aesthetics) are fundamental to build a coherent, 

meaningful, trustable as well as attractive gamified environment.  
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2.3 GAMIFICATION DESIGN METHODS  

These game characteristics become the object of the design method of the gamification strategy. 

The I-REACT gamification strategy aims at enhancing the citizen awareness and engagement into 

the surrounding environmental monitoring. The strategy defines the core experiential elements to 

be applied throughout the social networks and mobile application.  

To gamify an experience, it is important that the game elements and real life coexist and be linked.  

Technology represents a privileged environment to build and offer a playful experience, through 

desirable interactions (Deterding et al., 2011). One of the most applied framework to design and 

develop gamified experiences in known as MDA (Hunicke, LeBlanc & Zubek, 2004).  

MDA stands for Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics, which are the basic concept of the “design 

vocabulary” the authors propose.  

 The Mechanics are “the rules and concepts that formally specify the game-as-system”. They 

determine the range of actions the citizens can perform to reach the scope; 

 The Dynamics describe the users’ interactions with the mechanics. From a technical point of 

view, it describes the run-time behavior of the game-as-system; 

 The Aesthetics concern the desirable emotional responses evoked by the game dynamics. 

Among the mechanics, one of the most relevel element, able to affect the success of the strategy is 

the reward system. Zichermann (2011) suggests to design and adopt four types of rewards, in the 

following order of priority: 

 Status: it refers to the different levels or ranks to which players can aspire and it is strongly 

connected with intrinsic motivations. Trying to obtain a higher status or rank in the game will 

motivate the users to engage frequently and spend more time on the gamified system, boosting 

loyalty. Status is therefore the relative position of an individual in relation to others, especially 

in a social group. Status benefits and rewards give players the ability to move ahead of others in 

a defined ranking system. It is important to note that the ranking system does not need to be 

based on the real world at all. 

 Access: it refers to opportunities that allow players to interact in a private or special way with 

the gamified system, for example allowing selected players to view contents before others.  

 Power: it refers to special entitlements or rank that allow top players to be in positions of 

superiority over others. This might be in the form of a moderator position on a forum or 

interactive site.  

 Stuff refers to tangible prizes given to players on completing quests or challenges. Stuff is the 

least motivating of all four options and involves the cost of acquiring, managing and delivering 

the prizes. 
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2.4 SCOUTING AND DESIGN INSPIRATIONS    

The following paragraphs show the results of a scouting made to observe and learn from 

gamification example applied to the emergency filed and to focus on adopted technology and 

interaction styles. In order to allow a better understanding of gamification approaches - and related 

mechanics – some examples are provided, with a specific focus on mobile solutions of gamification, 

such as Web or Mobile Apps. The reward system has been especially analysed in order to identify 

the intrinsic and extrinsic motivators to leverage on.  

2.4.1 INSPIRATIONS ON HOW TO ENGAGE PEOPLE ON EMERGENCY, CLIMATE CHANGE 

AND ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS TOPICS  

The following case studies provide inspirations on how the topic related to the environment 

observation and protection are proposed by applications addressing different targets. Engagement 

strategy, messages, motivational drivers and visual approaches have been used as background into 

the I-REACT gamification strategy.  

Case Study: iSeeChange2 
Goal: stimulating to investigate how weather and 
climate change are affecting your environment. 
Actions asked to the users: #UPLOAD, #REPORT 
Engagement strategy: socialization of the contents 
 
Description: I See Change is a project that aims to use 
social media for focusing on the climate change. As in I-
REACT, the goal is to have users reports via mobile device 
on environmental phenomena (e.g. early blooming 
flowers, changes in bird migration, or weather patterns 
that seem unusual for the season). In the reports, users 
can attach high quality pictures, use hashtags to allow an 
easy data collection and send geotagged data. Users can 
also search existing reports, filtering by area, date and 
investigation type, as well as update reports already 
submitted.  

 

 

Figure 2-3 – I see change mobile app 

 

Case Study: PrepBiz 3 
Goal: Empowering, Educating And Building Resilience in kids. 
Actions asked to the users: #UPLOAD, #REPORT 
Engagement strategy: attractive visual environment to provide information 
 
Description: PrepBiz is an emergency preparedness gamification app dedicated to children and impaired people to 
learn about awareness, safety and preparedness on several disasters and emergency challenges. 

                                                      

2 www.iseechange.org  
3 www.facebook.com/prepbiz   

http://www.iseechange.org/
http://www.facebook.com/prepbiz
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Figure 2-4 – PrebBiz mobile app 

 

Case study: SharkBase4 
Goal: to map the distribution and structure of shark populations worldwide  
Actions asked to the users: #REPORT, #REVIEW 
Engagement strategy: socialization of the contents, peer to peer validation 
 
Description: SharkBase lets the user to become a Citizen Shark Scientist by submission of shark encounters (including 
photos) to SharkBase. It is possible to contribute to SharkBase by submitting real sightings in the wild or sightings 
from the news or the internet. The procedure of SharkBase includes automatic checks applied to users’ observations 
to help spot potential errors, as well as a team of experts that review submitted sightings to verify their accuracy.  
It is important to note that also the SharkBase members (user subscribed and logged in) can review submitted 
reports, helping the team of expert to validate the sighting sent. Once a sighting has been verified, it is added to the 
public database and made available for others to view and share. 

     

Figure 2-5 - SharkBase challenge 

 

                                                      

4 www.shark-base.org  

 

http://www.shark-base.org/
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2.4.2 INSPIRATIONS ON MECHANICS AND REWARD SYSTEMS   

A wide scouting on applications and services from several fields has been considered in order to 

built a range of possible mechanics and awards system descriptions, to inspire the I-REACT 

gamification strategy.  

Case Study: New York University Polytechnic School of Engineering5 
Reward system: a self-service approach allows the students to take the ownership of their course of studies. Through 
a gamified tutorial system, students can find courses and register for classes themselves. In this system, the student 
logs in and completes a series of scored missions, that let them move to the next level when completed.  
 

 

Figure 2-6 –N.Y University  self-service approach 

 

Case Study: Common Threads Initiative6 
Reward system: Patagonia Inc., a leading designer of core outdoor, surf and sport-related equipment, launched in 
2011 its Common Threads Initiative – a #PARTNERSHIP-WITH-CUSTOMERS to reduce consumption and its resultant 
environmental harm. The core idea is to extend the useful life of products sold, helping customers put back them 
when items are no more wanted or needed by using a digital marketplace. Users subscribing specific loyalty program 
gain also the possibility to access exclusive #FEATURES, not available to base users. 
 

                                                      

5 https://campustechnology.com/articles/2015/09/16/a-gamified-self-service-approach-to-course-registration.aspx  
6 http://www.patagonia.com/blog/2011/09/introducing-the-common-threads-initiative  

 

https://campustechnology.com/articles/2015/09/16/a-gamified-self-service-approach-to-course-registration.aspx
http://www.patagonia.com/blog/2011/09/introducing-the-common-threads-initiative/
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Figure 2-7 - Common Threads Initiative on-boarding  

 

Case Study: Dropbox7 
Reward system: Dropbox let the user unlock rewards with additional storage space when completing tasks (as 
bringing friends in Dropbox or following a tour of the basic of Dropbox). 
 

 

Figure 2-8 – Dropbox reward system 

 

Case Study: BuzzBoard  
Reward system: through the #LEADERBOARD, the members of the service are rewarded for the amount of buzz they 
create. Points are allocated for uploading photos and videos, sharing to Facebook or writing a review; it makes sense 
to give big rewards for social shares. 

  

Figure 2-9 – BuzzBoard leaderboard 

 

                                                      

7 www.dropbox.com  

http://www.dropbox.com/
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Case Study: Starbuck8 
Reward system: Customer Engagement strategy that consists of a program in which members receive #REWARDS, 
as free food and drinks (added up by purchases), free birthday rewards, possibility to pay by phone, access to free In-
Store refill, access to events and offers, gain points (stars). Members can therefore increase their #LEVEL and obtain 
further rewards, including a Gold Card personalized, a #STATUS symbol that let the user distinguish from the others 
consumers.  
 

 

Figure 2-10 – Starbuck status levels 

 

Case Study: AirScore9 
Reward system: Estonian Air’s social loyalty program 
rewards fans for online promotion. It consists of 
#BADGES, #POINTS and #LEVELS. By carrying out specific 
tasks, like participating in a poll, members can earn 
badges, which are a status thing foremost. Members 
also receive 1,000 points when joining the program, 
when a Facebook friend becomes an ambassador, when 
they like a post, share content or complete a poll.  
Members can then redeem their points for flight 
discounts and Estonian Air goodies, and by collecting 
more points they also unlock new levels. The top-tier 
‘Cockpit’ members can redeem their points for free 
lounge access or a meet and greet with the airline’s CEO.  
 

 
 

 

Figure 2-11 – AirScore reward system 

 

Case Study: SCVNGR 
Reward system: SCVNGR is a social location-based gaming platform for mobile phones. The application has both a 
consumer and enterprise component and let companies, educational institutions and organizations building 

                                                      

8 www.starbucks.com/promo/rewards  
9 www.airlinetrends.com/2011/11/14/estonian-air-airscore-social-loyalty  

http://www.starbucks.com/promo/rewards
http://www.airlinetrends.com/2011/11/14/estonian-air-airscore-social-loyalty/
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challenges, the core unit of their game, at specific locations. The idea is that by going to marked places and by doing 
challenges, players can earn #POINTS and unlock #BADGES and #REAL-WORLD #REWARDS, such as discounts or free 
items. Besides, players can also broadcast their position and their challenges to their friends on Facebook and Twitter.  

 

Figure 2-12- SCVNGR reward system 

3 THE I-REACT USER ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY 

3.1 THE GOALS  

The I-REACT gamification strategy aims at fostering and supporting the citizen involvement and 

engagement toward topics related to the environmental observation, risk awareness, cooperation 

and active environmental surveillance. The strategy assigns an active role to citizens that, 

adequately hooked and informed, can contribute to: 

 The territory observation with targeted or spontaneous monitoring, encompassing qualitative 

information that can complement existing monitoring networks; 

 The crisis management from the prevention to the post-event by performing real-time reporting 

and by promoting self-protection behaviours.   

In order to involve citizens into the process, two goals are defined:  

1. CITIZENS’ INFORMATION AND AWARENESS 

Raising the people’s interest and attention on environmental risks and informing them by 

using official sources are the first steps that will allow to make citizens more aware, 

preparing the ground for their active contribution to the data collection process. Both 

provision of useful information and training are planned to raise citizen awareness.  

 

2. CITIZENS’ ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT 

Crowdsourcing is one of the main approach to achieve in-field data collection. The system 

can ask for, and receive reports from, citizens on the field. The gamification strategy 
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rewards the submission of reports, which should be valuable and interesting for other 

citizens, and accurate for professional end users. The validation is a fundamental process to 

achieve this vision, because it guarantees the quality of the user-generated information. 

Accurate information can be trusted by the authorities and accounted in the decision making 

process. In I-REACT a peer-to-peer review will be implemented in order to help the 

authorities in the validation process.  

It is important to inform and train people about environmental risks without evoking negative 

emotions related to the consequences of crises and disasters. Both the informative dimension and 

the experiential one (reports) have be designed to focus on positive cognitive dimensions (interest 

and motivation), positive emotions (values such as coveillance, environmental protection) and social 

interaction (through social networks). All these tactics aim at “normalize” some situations, without 

avoiding the crisis perspective, but emphasising the active dimensions.  

The experience and action are a further key of the I-REACT strategy, which creates and uses several 

links with external environments, both real and digital. Contents, metaphors, requests will always 

connect users with the real environment. Initially to check information about the environment 

(learn), then to explore and discover things in the surrounding (make reports).  Things experienced 

will be easy to learn and then “de-contextualized”. 

Not only the real environment, but also the social environment is a core part of the strategy that 

exploits the link with the social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) in order to enable and foster 

the report creation with the possibility to share contents. 

3.2 THE TARGET AUDIENCE  

The way individuals and groups participate in the creation, sharing, discussion and modification  

of experiences is continuously evolving together with the pervasiveness of social media and mobile 

and web-based technologies (Kietzmann et al., 2011). To gamify an experience, it is necessary to 

identify the actors of the system. According to Robson (2015), the actors vary per degree of 

involvement, the interaction style (active vs. passive) and how they connect with the experience 

(absorption vs. immersion). The I-REACT gamifications strategy takes inspiration to 4 generic 

profiles:  

1. Players are the real performers, those who actively compete in the experience and are 

highly immersed.  

2. Designers are the decision makers who develop and design the gamified experience, and 

they often manage and maintain it. They need to understand the MDA framework in order 

to design and implement an effective gamification strategy. Designers are highly active when 

setting up the experience, but once the experience starts they are predominantly involved 

with a passive role, overseeing the experience and ensuring that it meets the goals. 
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3. Spectators are those individuals who do not directly compete in the gamified experience but 

whose presence influence how the gamified experience works, e.g. atmosphere. Spectators 

are part of the gamified environment (e.g., audience members, supervisors) and are 

therefore highly immersed in the experience. 

4. Observers are outside individuals who are passively involved and absorbed in the 

experience. They have no direct impact on the gamified experience and they are merely able 

to watch it from the outside. Observers are potential players or spectators, however, their 

presence and quantity is able to affect the popularity of the experience.  

According to the aforementioned categorization, the actors involved in I-REACT gamified context 

are the following: 

 Players: citizens, the main audience the gamification strategy should address, in particular 

those living in areas subject to risk from natural hazards. Any citizen that downloads the I-

REACT mobile application and creates an account becomes a player. Authorities are not 

considered among players since they follow structured procedures to do reporting as part 

of their work. They can also validate reports submitted by players.  

 Designer (Master): ISMB, ScienSeed. In I-REACT the ‘Designer’ label have been modified in 

‘Master’ to reflect the ‘backstage’ activities they are in charge of, which are mainly to run 

and maintain the gamified experience of the app flow usage. 

 Spectators: decision makers, from the control room (e.g. fire services, public institutions, 

public service agencies, flood specific agencies). They follow at a higher level the outcomes 

of the gamified experience. Despite they do not directly compete, they influence the 

gamified experience through validation decisions and requests they can forward to the 

system.  

 Observer: advisory board from the I-REACT consortium, rest of population, media, 

outsiders, as well as distant witnesses, who could be exposed to the project and that can be 

potentially involved. All citizens that download the app but do not subscribe to the service 

are observers. 

3.3 THE GAMIFIED ENVIRONMENT 

According to socio-technical perspective, the audience that I-REACT focuses on shall be viewed  

as digital community of players. In the community, real citizens are intertwined in mutual 

interactions, according with both their motivations and roles. By means of the digital platform,  

the real level of the experience and the virtual one find a continuity under a common goal. Looking 

at these elements as a whole, a dynamic description of the I-REACT results. The system description 

can be then enhanced in terms of ecosystem, which by nature is constantly evolving reframing the 

grid of relations among the elements and places. This perspective outweighs the traditional 'what, 

how, when, where, who and why' and suggests a flexible design and management of the service. 

The dynamic view of the process allows to better understand the service audience, focusing on  
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the involved actors. The Figure 3-1 shows how they can be involved in different degrees, directly  

(in the centre of the actors map) or indirectly involved (in the peripheral position). The visual 

representation of the ecosystem makes also possible to identify further relationships opportunities 

among other parts of the system that can be entailed into the gamification MDA.   

 

Figure 3-1 – I-REACT Actors’ Map 

The map (Figure 3-1) draws the potential sensitive communities that the gamification strategy 

addresses and can reach. The used criterion to layer the population engagement is the relationship 

with the territory. According to the geographical distance, this relation changes in intensity and 

refers to different motivations and interests of the expected potential actors.  

More in details, we identify three community layers:  

1. The core community: it collects people living in the same risky area and that share the 

knowledge and caring of their territory. It involves citizens, as well as local entities, media 

and all the local actors of a region interested by an environmental risk (e.g. near to a flooded 

river or seasonal wood burning). These people will likely be more interested and willing to 

play an active role in the environmental monitoring and reporting (through the I-REACT 

mobile app). Important cues to engage them will be their first-hand experience, need for 

contextual information and the local network. The core community contains potential 

‘players’ (see the paragraph 3.2), citizens acting as broadcasting nodes (e.g. both students 

and teachers from educational entities such as schools and youth centers; first responders 

from emergency organizations; public officers; press and social media active users; tourists 

and temporary people visitors). The rest of the local community, usually operating at a 

higher level (mayor, decision makers, tour operators) can be involved as ‘spectators’.  
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2. The intermediate community: it potentially involves people living in nearby areas or 

exposed to similar risks and willing to share and learn about weather climate change 

hazards to be prepared. At this level the geographical proximity is less relevant, but the 

similarity of environment or risks represent the link to share information and practices. Also 

in this community we can identify ‘players’ and ‘spectators’, with the same characteristics 

mentioned above.  

3. The wider community: it encompasses people living in other areas, not directly affected 

by the risk and therefore involved in the direct environmental care. This layer is potentially 

global. Not geographically close to a specific risky areas, today we are possibly able to be 

informed and participate at different levels to any event. At this level, the ICT are particularly 

important to enable relations and interactions among individuals and communities. Into the 

I-REACT ecosystem, the project consortium, the Advisory boards, the EU Institutions, the 

scientific community, and the ICT passionate following the project, in addition to people 

willing to help from remote, also known as ‘digital volunteers’ (Starbird & Palen, 2011).  

The I-REACT gamification strategy takes into account these mapping. The specific latent needs, 

direct and indirect relationships of core and wide communities will addresses the design choices 

to be implemented and will shape the main digital communication channels of the gamification 

strategy: the social networks and the mobile app.  

4 THE ON-BOARDING AND SOCIAL NETWORK STRATEGY 

The on-boarding is a very sensitive phase of the user experience. It refers to the first interaction  

a user experiment when entering in contact for the first time with a service or system and its 

touchpoints. In gamifying perspective, asking for a simple task and carry out small assignments  

(e.g. creating a profile or using a specific feature) allow the users to assume an active role in the 

digital interaction and a correct mental model of the system. Easy tasks provide positive feedback 

and support the creation of a positive attitude toward the system.  The on-boarding is the first step 

of a progression path, that will purpose to the user’s challenges and rewards proportional to the 

growth of the skills (see paragraph 5.1). In I-REACT the on-boarding is a cross-media process, 

entailing  the social media and the I-REACT mobile application.  

In particular, the role of the social media is two-sided. On the one hand, at a first step, the social 

media will allow to publicise and spread the information about the app to the potential users. 

Thanks to this, the target audience will be better identified and also expanded; and ultimately it will 

allow to inform and instruct them on how to use the app. On the other hand, and as a secondary 

step, the interplay between social networks and the I-REACT mobile app will raise and sustain the 

gamification strategy in its own right, enhancing the use of the app amongst existing, and also new 

users (as Figure 4-1 shows). 
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As delineated in Deliverable 8.1 (Communication, Dissemination & Engagement Plan) there are 

extensive actions dedicated to raising the awareness of the I-REACT app in social media and  

to maximising the number of app users. Throughout the overall communication strategy (including 

press, web, blog, animations, infographics, etc.), the citizen participation component of the project 

is clearly emphasised. In particular, specific social media accounts, parallel to the corporate channels 

of the project, have been set up to raise awareness of the problematics around extreme weather 

events and to highlight the proactive role of citizens in fighting them. Hence, the growing community 

around these accounts will be targeted as potential app users at a further stage of the project. 

Additionally, the engagement section of the project (task 8.3) primarily aims to actively promote the 

use of the mobile application amongst citizens. This involves actions such as Twitter and Facebook 

polls, social media challenges, and in general having a reactive profile on social networks to respond 

to citizen’s queries and interact with them. This is a common practice to improve the sentiment of 

followers to a certain brand, in this case I-REACT, and will ultimately lead to an increase app use.  

 

Figure 4-1- On-boarding strategy  

The abovementioned steps aim to increase the community and raise awareness on the problematics 

of extreme weather events in order to later attract them into using the application. However, there 

is a more direct approach foreseen by the consortium to gather potential users of the app. This can 

be divided into two actions:  

 Targeting active users in the reporting of extreme weather events on social media: The use 

of social networks by citizens during emergencies has been thoroughly studied (reviewed by 

Simon et al. (2015). Hence, there are a number of comprehensive studies and databases that 

I-REACT can leverage on in order to identify active users and try on-boarding them  

in the application use. In particular, the dataset developed by Olteanu et al. (2015)  

has already been expanded as part of the project. For this, the collaboration of the 

gamification section with social media engine (task 4.3) is foreseen. In particular, this task 

involves the semantic analysis of tweets during emergencies and the compilation of 

databases of Twitter users during historical events. This represents a valuable information 

of potential app users that will be targeted through social media. 

 Identification of sensitive communities: The likelihood of gathering app users increases in 

areas that are subject to higher risk of extreme weather events. In order to selectively target 
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citizens in these areas, a database of areas at risk in Europe is currently being constructed. 

To this end, I-REACT is extracting information from risk maps at European level, mostly but 

not exclusively for floods and fires. With this information, the communication strategy and 

the social network use will prioritise certain areas over others in order to ensure that those 

who are most affected by disasters have access to information about the application. 

Finally, social networks will be also used to disseminate educational material on how to use the app, 

namely an explainer graphic animation to provide a graphic guide on the different functionalities. 

The interaction between mobile apps and social networks it is not only considered an effective way 

to increase the impact of a service but contributes to gamify the app itself. This is a standardized 

practice because most app users are “socialites”-users that find interesting to share materials  

in their networks of friends and contacts- and also because this practice will be designed to be 

rewarding for the user.  

In the I-REACT mobile app, future users will be able to share in different social networks their reports 

as well as interesting information about natural disasters or warning messages. By doing so, they 

will get extra points that will provide them a higher status or other rewards that will motivate them 

(the rewards are further elaborated in section 5.3.3). 

5 THE GAMIFIED EXPERIENCE ON THE I-REACT MOBILE APP 

5.1 OVERVIEW 

The gamification strategy aims to stimulate users in order to maximize the usage of the app, which 

is mainly targeted at promoting risk awareness and the production of reports. In our case,  

the primary users are citizens living in areas subject to the primary hazards of I-REACT, namely 

extreme weather events, floods, and fires. The gamification strategy leverages on the concepts  

of collaboration and community building in order to have a solid base of ‘players’. 

While defining the strategy, we have balanced the I-REACT objectives with users’ capabilities, 

considering the operational context together with practical and emotional guidelines, namely. 

 Design it also for ‘socialities’, which are keep to cooperate in a social environment; 

 Foresee intrinsic rewards, in particular by assigning to user’s a given Status that qualifies them 

inside the digital community; 

 Support and sustain the active user base in order to guarantee the sustainability of the gamified 

processes; 

 Design the gamified actions in order to involve both in-field citizens affected by natural hazards 

and people living in safe areas. In this way, the number of potential ‘digital volunteers’ increases 

because the target is wider.  
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 Design gamified actions distributed across all whole emergency cycle so as to increase 

opportunities for contributions. The occurrence of natural hazards does not happen with 

constant pattern over time, but monitoring actions could be always useful in order to keep track 

of the potential risk. 

 As emerged during the International User Requirement Workshop (IURW), the emergency 

response phase is the most critical one because of the urgency and the stress brought by the 

emergency situation, which makes it very hard for citizens to generate accurate information, 

posing substantial challenges also to authorities that have to perform real-time validation of 

reports. Since a citizen under stress is keen to perform actions known a-priori, it is important to 

foresee a training that can happen in the previous phases, namely Prevention and 

Preparedness, in order to let the user to familiarize with the tools and with the actions that may 

be required in an emergency situation;  

In order to assign the Status, we build a Score System that has been defined by following the process 

sketched in Figure 5-1 and outline below: 

1. Identifying the Competences required to effectively use the I-REACT app; 

2. Associate to each competence a list of traceable Activities that can be performed by players; 

3. Assign to each Activity an amount of Points, which is the main unit of measure that is used 

within the gamification strategy; 

4. Create Rewards in the form of Achievements, which are progressively gained, and Awards, 

which are periodically assigned. Specific Points and a specific Badge are associated to each 

Achievement and each Award; 

5. Compute the Player Score by adding the all the Points gained from competences, 

Achievements, and Awards; 

Considering the goals of the gamification strategy, four competence areas have been identified, 

namely: Socializer, Learner, Reporter, Reviewer. 

The Status is assigned according to the Level System that is composed by six different statuses. The 

Level System also establishes for each status the barriers that have to be overcome in order to reach 

it. Such barriers are expressed in terms of thresholds on the Player Score and of minimum 

Achievements required. The latter are a sort of ‘power-access-statuses’ that enable the user to 

reach a particular status.  
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Figure 5-1: I-REACT score system 

The gamification strategy reward the activities that increase the expertise of the user on the four 

competences defined. The engagement loop is structured by assigning the activities across the Level 

System in progressive fashion according to their difficulty, so as to stimulate the users with 

progressive and achievable challenges. It guides the user towards a process that initially focus on 

learning to raise awareness, then shifts to the reporting activity, and finally it includes also the peer-

to-peer review. 

The learning phase is developed through reading tips ad answering questions (quiz), and it is 

functional to the subsequent reporting phase, which is the most important one. The peer-to-peer 

review enables the community of players to express binary evaluation (upvote, downvote) of 

reports. This works as feedback and helps the system in spotting and giving visibility to the most 

useful contributors. 

The user will be able to access to geographical Leader Boards (by city, region, country) that ranks 

users according to their status and awards, and they are always allowed to: (i) invite friends to 

download the I-REACT app and join the community, (ii) share content from the I-REACT app to their 

social media networks. 

Section 5.3 details all the aforementioned building blocks. 

5.2 INFORMATION SOURCES AND CONTENTS DESIGN 

The information that the mobile application will provide in order to inform and engage the users 

include official data sources, i.e., data published by Authorities (e.g., national Civil Protections) and 

European systems, and also I-REACT data products, namely meteorological forecasts, maps derived 

from satellite networks (e.g., Sentinel-1, METEOSAT), radar, risk maps, flood and fire nowcasts and 

forecasts.  

The aforementioned data will be visualized in order to be easily understood by a wide and general 

audience, and to be usable on mobile devices. Additionally, informative pills (tips) and quiz  

will encourages the users to keep digging in the app. A sort of “remediation” (Bolter & Grusin, 2000) 

will be made in order to move and adapt contents from one channel to another.  

In particular, the content design will:  
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 Speak the same language of the users: following the suggestions given by the I-REACT advisory 

board, a specific attention will be paid to the vocabulary. Crucial terms will be explained and 

illustrations will be used whenever necessary; 

 Use visuals and iconography to make the information faster to be processed, universal to 

understand, and operative; 

 Guarantee the findability and the offline availability; 

 Complete the information with proper calls to action in order to stimulate the user to search or 

interpret the received content in their context.  

5.3 MECHANICS AND DYNAMICS OF THE I-REACT GAMIFICATION STRATEGY 

In this Section, all the building blocks of the gamification strategy (Figure 5-2) corresponding to the 

Mechanics and the Dynamics are detailed, namely the Competences, the Point System, the Reward 

System, the Player Score and Level System, and the Leader Boards. According to the MDA model, 

(Hunicke, LeBlanc & Zubek, 2004), game Mechanics are constructs of rules and loops intended to 

produce enjoyable gameplay. They are the building blocks that can be applied and combined to 

gamify any non-game context. The Dynamics describe the users’ interactions with the mechanics. 

From a technical point of view, they describe the run-time behavior of the system as a game.  

 

 

Figure 5-2- Overall scheme of the I-REACT gamification strategy 
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5.3.1 COMPETENCES 

There are four Competence lines that the I-REACT citizen have to develop in order to progress into 

the Level System. A player can be a: 

1. Socializer, who grows by inviting friends to join the I-REACT community and by sharing 

contents from the I-REACT mobile app to social media networks; 

2. Learner, who builds up awareness by reading tips (passive) and by answering to quizzes 

(active); 

3. Reporter, who generates in-field reports, which can be on-demand (required by the I-REACT 

system) or spontaneous; 

4. Reviewer, who can peer-review reports done by another player by upvoting (confirm) or 

downvoting them. 

The superior goal is to make citizens prepared in case of an emergency cause by a natural hazard in 

order to made them able to produce a good quality Reports. The I-REACT app will lead and empower 

his education about hazard related themes (‘Learner’) and his reporting skills (‘Reporter’). The 

community itself, through the peer-to peer review (‘Reviewer’), will have an internal feedback 

system about the quality of data collection that will be ultimately subjected to the authority for final 

validation. 

From the user's engagement perspective, there is a gamified learning path, meaning that the 

distribution of activities will vary in time according to his status progression: at the beginning of the 

experience the player is expected to do mainly activities from the ‘Socializer’ and ‘Learner’ area and 

as he acquires knowledge, he is allowed to do reports. Finally, after a certain amount of good 

reports, he gains the permission to review others’ reports. 

From a strategic point of view, ‘Reporter' and 'Reviewer’ are the primary competences 

corresponding to the core activities/main goals of the I-REACT app (Data collection + Validation), 

followed by ‘Learner’ (Awareness Information), while ‘Socializer’ is related to the community 

reinforcement and growth (content sharing and invitation). This hierarchy among the four 

competences sets the guidelines for the points system, which is detailed in Section 5.3.2.  

5.3.2 POINT SYSTEM 

Points are the granular units of measurement in gamification, the single count metrics through 

which the system keeps count of the player's actions pertaining to the targeted behaviours in the 

overall gamification strategy. For example, Foursquare counts each check in, and LinkedIn counts 

each connection. 

In the point system described by Zichermann (2011), there are five possible type of points to be 

combined according to one’s gamification strategy: 
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 Experience points (XP): of the five kinds of point systems, the most important are experience 

points (XP). Everything a player does within the system will earn XP—and, in general, XP 

never goes down and cannot be redeemed. By assigning XP to every activity in the system, 

the designer aligns his behavioural objectives with the player in a long-term way. In some 

systems, XP can expire—say monthly or annually—to create goal loops. XP never end,  

a player continues to earn them as long as he/she plays the game. 

 Redeemable points (RP) (not applied in I-REACT): RPs generally form the foundation of  

a virtual economy, and are often given names like coins, bucks, cash, etc. RP can fluctuate. 

The expectation for most people is that these points are usable within the system  

in exchange for things. They are earned and cashed. The term for this loop in social games 

and loyalty programs is “earn and burn”. 

 Skill points: they are a bonus set of points that allow a player to gain experience/reward for 

activities alongside the core. By assigning skill points to an activity, we direct the player to 

complete some key alternate tasks and sub goals. 

 Karma points: the main purpose of karma points in the design is to create a behavioural path 

for altruism and user reward. Other user might give you karma points in the form of a high 

five or a thumb’s up. The idea is to promote altruism among users. These votes rank the 

content and ultimately determine the content’s position for example when it comes to sort 

the reports. Content receiving the most upvotes — or karma points — rises to the top, with 

the top content appearing eventually highlighted. 

 Reputation points: finally, reputation points make up the most complex point system.  

Any time a system requires trust between two or more parties that you can’t explicitly 

guarantee or manage, a reputation system is key. Its purpose is to act as a proxy for trust. 

We report in Error! Reference source not found., the full list of actions associated with the points, 

the aforementioned point type, and the competences. In agreement with the primary goals of the 

gamification strategy, the actions associated with the Reporter competence are the most valuable 

(up to 14pts), followed by the ones belonging to the Learner (up to 3 pts) and Reviewer (up to 2 pts). 

The socializer is the competence having the least amounts of points per action, but at the same time 

it can build up a lot of points in case the player have a lot of friends to invite or if he/she shares a 

lot of contents. The Report (R) is differentiated in spontaneous and on-demand, where the latter is 

a Report of a given kind and area that is requested by the system.  

On-demand Reports are valued more with respect to spontaneous one (12pts vs 10pts), and a bonus 

of 2 pts is given for the first on-demand report submitted. In case a report gets validated by the 

authorities, the player who generated it receives 5pts, while if it gets rejected there are two cases. 

If it is rejected for being inappropriate (not related), the corresponding player loses the 150% of the 

report point, i.e., it goes negative by 50%. If it is rejected for not being accurate, the corresponding 

player loses the 100% of the report point, i.e., it loses the points acquired for the submission of the 

report.  
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The players get 2pts for each peer-review (vote), and there is a bonus of 2pts for the first review 

done. Players get 2pts for each vote done in accordance with the validation from the authority, 

while they lose 1pt if the vote is in disagreement.  

The Reporter and the Reviewer competences have also a training because they are the most 

challenging ones. 

Competences Actions Points Point type 

Starter   First Login 1 experience 

Starter  Complete wizard (ex. Tour of main functionalities of app) 4 experience 

Socializer Share content on personal social network 1 experience 

Socializer Invite friends to download the app (in batches of 5 
people) 

1 experience 

Learner Read TIP 2 experience 

Learner Answer QUIZ 3 experience 

Reporter Do training report 4 experience 

Reporter Spontaneous Report 8 experience 

Reporter On-demand Report 12 experience 

Reporter First on On-demand request 14 experience 

Reporter Spontaneous Report on critical areas 10 experience 

Reporter Report get validated from authority 0.5*P(R) reputation 

Reporter Report get rejected as not appropriate by authority -(1.5*P(R))  reputation 

Reporter Report get rejected as not accurate by authority -P(R) reputation 

Reporter Report get upvoted from peer with same or below status 1 karma 

Reporter Report get upvoted from peer with a greater status 1 karma 

Reporter Report get downvoted from peer with same or below 
status 

-1 karma 

Reporter Report get downvoted from peer with a greater status -1 karma 

Reviewer Do training on review 10 skill 

Reviewer Vote a report (up or down) 2 experience 

Reviewer First to review a report 2 experience 

Reviewer Authority validate a report I have upvoted, or reject a 
report I have downvoted 

2 reputation 

Reviewer Authority validate a report I have downvoted, or reject a 
report I have upvoted 

-1 reputation 

Table 5-1: List of points associated with competences and actions 
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We add a dummy competence, namely Starter that is related to the initial phases of the experience, 

in which the user starts to discover the I-REACT mobile application by performing: 

 First Login: as soon as the user logins he receives immediately 1 pt and a welcome message 

to elicit his/her curiosity; 

 Do Wizard: the Wizard introduces the user to the app usually with a guided click tutorial that 

shows the core functionalities and the benefits of the app. By accomplishing the wizard, the 

user is awarded with 4 points. This allows to present the gamified experience from  

the beginning as fully embodied in the app flow. 

5.3.3 REWARD SYSTEM 

In this Section the reward system of the gamification strategy is explained. It is composed by two 

kind of rewards: Achievements and Awards. As previously anticipated, the main difference between 

them is that the formers are gained and retained forever, while the latter are assigned with a given 

periodicity, thus they can be gained and loosed. 

5.3.3.1 ACHIEVEMENTS 

Achievements are a virtual or physical representation of having accomplished something, and they 

are based on incremental and quantitative criteria. Achievements are a way to give players visibility 

about what they have accomplished as well as to add challenges to the overall experience. Usually 

achievements are "locked" until the player have met the thresholds required to "unlock" them.  

In the I-REACT App there are two types of achievements: Medals and Hazard Badges.  

A Medal reinforces and rewards a specific activity, it is Competence-driven (e.g. ‘Golden Learner’ 

for having completed correctly 100 quizzes); while a Hazard Badge is related to a hazard category 

and can be earned from completing a full set of hazard specific activity providing evidence of the 

user’s specialization (e.g., 'Fire Reporter'). 

The Achievements are used to define barriers that controls the progressive access from one level to 

the next one. The barriers are explained in Section 5.3.4. This ensures that the user develops the 

right combination of competences (avoiding for example to progress by just inviting friends).  
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COMPETENCE ACTIVITY 

MEDALS THRESHOLDS 
(SKILL POINTS) 

BRONZE SILVER GOLD PLATINUM 

Socializer Share content 3 
(3pts) 

30 
(10pts) 

100 
(20pts) 

1000 
(50 pts) 

Socializer Invite a friend 3 
(1pts) 

30 
(3 pts) 

100 
(10 pts) 

1000 
(20 pts) 

Learner Read a Tip 3 
(5 pts) 

30 
(15 pts) 

100 
(30 pts) 

200 
(60 pts) 

Learner Do correctly a Quiz 3 
(10 pts) 

30 
(30 pts) 

100 
(100 pts) 

200 
(200 pts) 

Reporter Spontaneous 3 
(15 pts) 

30 
(45 pts) 

100 
(100 pts) 

1000 
(300pts) 

Reporter On-demand 3 
(20 pts) 

30 
(60 pts) 

100 
(130 pts) 

1000 
(400 pts) 

Reviewer Active: votes given 3 
(5 pts) 

30 
(15 pts) 

100 
(30 pts) 

1000 
(100 pts) 

Reviewer Quality: votes validated 3 
(10 pts) 

30 
(30 pts) 

100 
(100 pts) 

1000 
(200 pts) 

Table 5-2 – Thresholds and points of Achievement awarding a Medal 

COMPETENCE ACTIVITY 

HAZARD BADGE THRESHOLDS 
(SKILL POINTS) 

#FIRE #FLOOD #EXTREME WETH. 

Socializer Share a # content 200 
(30 pts) 

200 
(30 pts) 

200 
(30 pts) 

Learner Read all TIPS and 

correctly do all QUIZ 

All 
(100 pts) 

All 
(100 pts) 

All 
(100 pts) 

Reporter Report on a given hazard 100 
(200 pts) 

 

100 
(200 pts) 

100 
(200 pts) 

Table 5-3 –Thresholds and points of Achievements awarding a Hazard Badge 

5.3.3.2 AWARDS 

Under the reward category there are also the ‘Awards’, which differ from Achievements for logic 

and scope. While achievements are individual goal a user could reach only once, an award keeps  

to be reassigned according to a defined periodicity. Awards are reassigned monthly and represent 

a way to reward most active users with additional points and temporary statuses, which  

are represented by specific Award Badges that will be visible in their user profile section.  
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Awards fulfil Achievers and Killers veins, meeting the demand for special recognition and keeping a 

flowing sense of challenge that renovates every month. The full description of Awards is given in 

Table 5-4, along with the corresponding competence and skill points. 

COMPETENCE AWARD TYPE DESCRIPTION SKILL POINTS 

Socializer Top Socializer highest score obtained in the 
Socialized category, overall  

10 

Socializer Twitter Communicator highest number of shares considering 
Twitter 

5 

Socializer Facebook Communicator highest number of shares considering 
Facebook 

5 

Socializer Instagram Communicator highest number of shares considering 
Instagram 

5 

Socializer Promoter highest number of tips read and 
correct answers given invites sent 
considering all social networks 

5 

Reporter Top Reporter highest score obtained in the 
Reported category, overall 

25 

Reporter Best report owner of the most upvoted report 15 

Reporter Fire Reporter highest number of report on Fire 15 

Reporter Flood Reporter highest number of report on Flood 15 

Reporter Extreme Weather Reporter highest number of report on Extreme 
Weather Events 

15 

Reviewer Top Reviewer highest score obtained in the 
Reviewer category, overall 

15 

Reviewer Accurate Reviewer highest number of votes in 
agreement with validation from 
authority 

10 

Reviewer Active Reviewer highest number of votes done 10 

Table 5-4 – Award list by competence including skill points 

5.3.4 THE LEVEL SYSTEM 

The Player Score is given by the sum of the partial scores coming from the Competences,  

plus eventual points coming from Rewards (Achievements and Awards). The Player Score 

corresponds to a Status inside the Level System that reflects the user’s gained experience and skills. 

Six statuses have been designed following a progression of learning to keep engaged the user in the 

leveling process, which is one of the highest components of motivation for gamers. Statuses are 

marker  

for players that reminds them where they stand in the gamified experience over time. The change 

in status occurs when the player overcomes a point threshold together with a specific barrier  

Scullino
Nota
the correct version is: highest number of invites sent considering all social networks
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of Achievements. The Achievements related with the Socializer competence have been not included 

in those barriers to avoid blocking the progressions of users without social media accounts. 

As the player advances, Special Contents are unlocked to make the leveling process more appealing.  

The Level System is schematized in Figure 5-3, where the point ranges corresponding to each status 

are reported, along with the Achievements barriers and the content unlocked at each progression. 

 

Figure 5-3 – The I-REACT Level System  

We report below a status by status description. Note that these statuses are not definitive, and they 

will be finalized before the development of the I-REACT mobile App. In Section 5.4 some additional 

proposals are outlined. 

Novice (0-70 pts): getting started into the I-REACT app. 

MAIN GOAL: this is the starting level. After the player logins for the first time, he/she is not required 

to have any experience regarding the competences. This level is mainly to get him familiar with the 

app by doing the Wizard or freely exploring the functionalities. Only in this level he immediately 

gains giveaway points for basic actions (e.g. Login, Wizard completion) to raise his curiosity and 

make him/her seeking for more. The threshold to reach the next level (Apprentice)  

has been set very low to make the first advancement easy and nearly certain, giving an immediate 

feeling of progression and tangible feedback to the player. In this phase, the priority is to elicit and 

maintain the interest. 

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, friends invitation, content sharing, tips&quizzes. 

BARRIERS: none. 

UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (1 day). 
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Apprentice (71-299 pts): getting informed about Hazards, start to report. 

MAIN GOAL: in this level the player is encouraged to deepen and complete ‘Learner’ activities such 

as reading tips and testing his knowledge through quizzes. The player can also start doing reports. 

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, tips&quizzes, friend’s invitation, content sharing, reporting. 

BARRIERS: +Silver Tip (10 tips read), +Bronze Quiz (3 quizzes correctly done). 

UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (3 days), Satellite Cloud map. 

  

Skilled (300-799 pts): awareness consolidation, reporting progression, start to review. 

MAIN GOAL: the player consolidates awareness and can start reviewing by up or downvoting the 

reports of other users. 

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, friends invitation, content sharing, tips&quizzes, reporting, reviewing. 

BARRIERS: +Silver Quiz (30 quizzes correctly done), +Bronze Spontaneous Reporter (3 spontaneous 

reports done) 

UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (6 days), Satellite Cloud, Radar rain. 

  

Expert (800-1999 pts): awareness and reporting reached, review consolidation. 

MAIN GOAL: the user reporting activity increases and represents the main way to gain points. The 

player also consolidates his/her review capabilities. 

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, friends invitation, sharing content, tips&quizzes, reporting, reviewing. 

BARRIERS: +Gold Tips (100 tips read), +Silver Spontaneous Reporter (30 spontaneous reports done), 

+Silver Active Reviewer (10 reviews done). 

UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (9 days), Satellite Cloud, Radar rain, Risk Maps. 

  

Master (2000-12000 pts): fully aware and generator high quality reporting and reviewing. 

MAIN GOAL: to reach this status it is necessary to develop both quality data collection and quality 

reviewing capability. The community look at this user as a reference, a good example of contributor.  

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, friends invitation, sharing content, tips&quizzes, reporting, reviewing. 

BARRIERS: +Gold Quiz (100 quizzes correctly done), +Gold Spontaneous Reporter (100 on-demand 

reports done), +Gold Active Reviewer (100 votes given), +Silver Quality Reviewer (10 votes in 

accordance with validation). 
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UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (12 days), Satellite Cloud, Radar rain, Risk Maps, Nowcast 

& Forecast. 

  

Guru (12000+ points): excellence on every competence. 

MAIN GOAL: this is the ultimate level that requires heavy involvement on all the competences both 

in term of quantity and quality. It is made difficult to be achieved on purpose. 

ALLOWED ACTIVITIES: wizard, friends invitation, sharing content, tip&quiz, reporting, reviewing. 

BARRIERS: +Platinum Tips (200 tips read), +Platinum Spontaneous Reporter (1000 on-demand 

reports done), +Platinum Active Reviewer (1000 votes given), +Gold Quality Reviewer (30 votes in 

accordance with validation). 

UNLOCKED CONTENT: Meteo forecasting (15 days), Satellite Cloud, Radar rain, Risk Maps, Nowcast 

& Forecast, Climate Change. 

5.3.5 LEADER BOARD 

Leaderboard is a powerful mechanic to engage users in the quest for status recognition. It displays 

the players in a list, usually ranked in descending order with the greatest number of points at the 

top. The disadvantage of a leaderboard is that it could be demotivating to a new player as he might 

believe he is never going to reach the leader, especially if the community of users counts thousands 

of players. To prevent this feeling, Zichermann (2011) suggests to display a contextual leaderboard 

placing the logged-in player in the middle of the leaderboard and similar scoring players above and 

below. In this way, the player is motivate to compete with his closest co-players and defend his 

position while climbing his way up.  

I-REACT the leaderboard is geographical based where the scale of the reference area (urban, 

regional, national, European, global) will be defined according to the number of users present into 

the system, and giving to players the possibly filter them by social circles (eg. friends, colleagues, 

family) to keep the motivation high. The updating will be set between daily and weekly in order to 

tease the community. 

5.4 AESTHETICS 

The Aesthetic describes the desirable emotional responses evoked in the player,  

when she interacts with the game system. The Aesthetic of a gamification strategy provides a system 

of narrative, metaphoric and visual elements that will be implemented into the storytelling and 

graphic layers of the gamified touchpoints. The aesthetic works as a vocabulary that set language of 

the strategy. The following figure suggest a basic aesthetics taxonomy.  
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Figure 5-4 – Basic Aesthetic taxonomy (source: Hunicke, LeBlanc & Zubek, 2004) 

When designing the aesthetics of the gamification strategy of a mobile app, it is vital to consider 

people's motivations. Studies show people are motivated by two types of goals: communal  

and agentic (Sheldon and Cooper, 2008). Communal goals are related to making your community a 

better place and helping those around you, and agentic goals involve self-improvement and self-

assertion, mastery, and social status (Trapnell and Paulhus, 2012). These goals line up with the 

concept of intrinsic motivations (behavior driven by internal rewards, such as feeling like you have 

fulfilled your responsibilities) and extrinsic motivations (driven by external rewards, like gaining 

points). 

Thus, the best narrative or hidden structure of the app could be a progression in which the individual 

goes through different levels of expertise. The idea is to give the users a sense of relevance in their 

community and foster their sense of social responsibility, which in turn motivates them to continue 

using the app. Expertise levels are also a form of social hierarchy, serving as intrinsic motivation 

devices. Both of these motivation techniques serve to fulfil communal and agentic goals in a 

balanced way, which is fundamental for people to keep playing.  

In our case, progression is quantified by points, which are gained by making reports, completing 

training exercises, and reviewing peers’ reports. In order to advance in the game, the user must 

complete tasks in more than one category. Advancement in the game is marked by badges and 

expertise. Badges aim to further motivate the user, but they are merely celebratory. Expertise levels, 

however, are a lot more important. They will give the user access to one of the most accurate 

weather forecast available in Europe, which will cover more days as the user advances.  

In line with our communal-agentic goal motivation strategy, we have evaluated some expertise level 

names associated with oversight and protection. They are abstract labels per each levels defined in 

the gamification strategy (see 5.3.4) that will be customized for the I-REACT mobile app and tested 

with real users under the narrative and visual forms.  The following tables presents two labeling 

systems suggesting operational roles that grow with the level until assigning leadership roles.  
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1 Novice level: Rookie Watcher Observer  

2 Apprentice level:  Lookout Explorer 

3 Skilled level:  Explorer Reporter 

4 Expert level:  Sentinel Sentinel 

5 Master: Watchman/watchwoman Master  

6 Guru:  Guardian I-reactor 

Table 5-5 – Labelling proposals for levels 

 

In this vein, the user with most points will have an area title according to their expertise level  

(if they are the only person signed up in their area, they will hold the title regardless of points).  

For instance, the first person to register in the area of Torino will be Rookie Watcher of Torino.  

As more people in the same area become users, there can be one for every level, like Lookout of 

Torino or Sentinel of Torino, and lastly Protector of Torino, the highest title obtainable. 

Both the expertise level and the area title system fulfil the need for communal and agentic goals. 

The area title system reinforces the community relevance feeling created by the expertise levels, 

and it strengthens the user’s ties to their community by making them directly responsible for their 

area. It also requires mastery, and it makes the experience a little more competitive, as other users 

can take your title if they gain more points. 

The levels will be applied in the dialogue, in order to make the experience easier and more attractive 

from the beginning and along the progression system, providing positive reinforcements. In the 

following some dialogic examples have been set also to evaluate the tone of voice the system will 

assume.  

Hello, user! Welcome to the I-REACT WATCH. You are the first person to register in your area. That makes you Rookie 
Watcher of Torino! 

Because you are a Rookie Watcher, you have access to the Weather Forecast of the Day. Gain points in order to unlock 
more days and other tools! 

One of the ways of gaining points is making a report. Make your first report! —> Everything is okay/Possible 
emergency 

You are on your way to become a Lookout and gain access to X more days of incredibly accurate Weather Forecast! 
Just 2 tips, 1 quiz and 1 report left to complete. You are almost there! 

Table 5-6 – Dialogic examples 

 

All in all, the game will be a heavily guided experience, driven by both intrinsic motivations 

(improving the community, fulfilling social responsibility) and extrinsic motivations (competition, 

gaining points, accessing an accurate weather forecast). This will serve to achieve communal  

and agentic goals, so that the user feels compelled to keep playing in a number of ways. 
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6 METRICS  

The efficacy of the gamification strategy will be assessed according to the project objectives [RD01].  

Further with respect to points, rewards, and statuses, we define some additional metrics that will 

be monitored on the and the mobile application. The metrics refers and assess the results and 

impact of the main activities the I-REACT gamification strategy propose to the users. Some of these 

metrics coincide with the Reward System and they will be periodically observed. Such metrics are 

reported in Table 6-1. 

Community building Awareness Data collection Quality control 

Nr. of invitations 

Nr. of sharing  

(according to the  

Social network specific 
metrics  per Facebook 
and Twitter  

In-app received Tips 

In-app Replied quizzes 

Nr. of spontaneous 
report sent 

Nr. of on-demand 
reports sent  

Nr. of validated 
reports from 
authorities 

Table 6-1 – Assessment Metrics 
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